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Carbon Monocoque Grip
Carbon Monocoque grip is a carbon-molded grip that is 
lightweight with high sensitivity, transferring even the 
smallest vibration to an angler’ s hand. The Carbon 
Monocoque Grip increases sensitivity by 30% compared to 
traditional rod handles and utilizes a hollow structure that 
eliminates unnecessary parts of the rear grip to improve 
weight reduction and vibration transmission.

Hi-Power X
Hi-Power X construction uses diagonally-wrapped carbon 
tape to form an array of "X" shapes on the rod blank's 
outermost layer. The width of the tape, its winding angle and 
the part of the rod being wrapped are fine-tuned according 
to the target fish species. This manufacturing process 
allows Shimano to adjust these wraps during construction 
for precise actions, enhanced overall strength and added 
twist resistance. In short, Hi-Power X construction delivers 
sharp and crisp rod control for the angler.

CI4+ Reel Seat

CI4 is a Shimano original material reinforced with carbon 
fiber that is lighter and has a higher strength than 
conventional resin material. CI4+ is an advanced version of 
the original CI4 material and is 2.5x more rigid than its 
predecessor. The use of CI4+ for the reel seat increases 
sensitivity and reduces weight while also delivering 
remarkable rigidity for perfect reel fixation and better 
rod efficiency.

F E A T U R E S

ZODIAS (PACK ROD)

PACK ROD

SHIMANO

- S64L-5       6'4"  1.93

- S68ML-5       6'8"  2.03

- S70M-5       7'0"  2.13

- C58ML-4       5'8"  1.73

- C66ML-5       6'6"  1.98  

- C610M-5       6'10"  2.08  

- C72MH-5      7'2"  2.18

                             (ft.)           (m) 

Synonymous with performance, the redesigned line of Zodias 
rods incorporate Carbon Monocoque technology passed down 
from Shimano’ s elite series of rods that set the industry 
standard for sensitivity. Zodias rods couple a hollow Carbon 
Monocoque Grip into a CI4+ reel seat to achieve up to 30% more 
sensitivity than conventionally constructed models, ultimately 
transmitting vibration from underwater structure, lure action 
or bites into the palm of an angler’ s hand. 
Shimano’ s Hi-Power X technology lies at the heart of Zodias rods 
and benefits anglers by increasing the transfer of energy through 
the rod for enhanced accuracy and casting distance as well as 
reduced blank twist for better control when fighting fish.

Line up
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